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The Arab Spring has become the Arab Summer of 2011. As I write, on August
24, 2011, Colonel Gaddafi’s Bab al-Aziziya compound in Tripoli is in hands
of the rebels, but there is still intense fighting going on. The rebels remain
optimistic, but is this optimism well grounded? Could Gaddafi make an
unlikely comeback? We will wait and see, praying that God would enable
events to be genuinely beneficial for the Libyan people.
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ow are we as Christians to regard the
historic struggles going on in the Arab
world, and in particular in Tunisia, Egypt,
Libya, Syria, and Yemen? Will the Islamic Jihadists
be able to take power in these countries, or will
the “liberals” be able to soften the impact of
increased power for the more strident Moslems?
And what is in store for the Christian minorities in
these countries?
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Just as with the fall of Communism in Europe and
the Soviet Union in 1989, nobody, not one expert
in Arab politics or professor of Arab history, in the
West or the Middle East, predicted these events.
This remains a striking fact, one often overlooked
by the media. History is the story of unexpected
developments, unforeseen events, sometimes
shocking and painful, sometimes wonderfully
hope-giving. We as Reformed Christians have
reason to trust in the Lord, who is in charge of
all of world history. God the Creator remains the
Ruler of all events in time: “By the word of the
LORD were the heavens made… For He spoke,
and it came to be; He commanded, and it stood
firm. The LORD foils the plans of the nations;
He thwarts the purposes of the peoples. But the
plans of the LORD stand firm forever, the purposes
of His heart through all generations” (Psalm
33:6,10,11).
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Psalm 33

Psalm 33 is a call to joyful adoration of the God
who is sovereign: “Sing joyfully to the LORD!”
(Psalm 33:1). It is an unmasking of the pretensions
of men and specifically, of rulers, who think
that they are really in charge: “No king is saved
by the size of his army… A horse is a vain hope
for deliverance; despite all its great strength it
cannot save” (vs. 16,17). These are the categories of
common worldly power politics, the reasoning of
Machiavelli: a ruler will succeed if he has enough
soldiers, and the latest military technology. But
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world history is the story of unexpected turns of
events, unlikely falls from power, David’s sling
conquering Goliath’s sword. We who know the
LORD, know that He reigns!
This helps us to be dependent on God as He
leads history on to its climax, the Second Coming
of the Lord Jesus. We have the tendency as
Christians to accept the current consensus
of experts, who make their assessments and
predictions via interviews on such channels as
CNN and BBC World Service (and try Al-Jazeera
as an interesting alternative!). In itself there’s
nothing wrong in listening to experts. But we
should not be misled into thinking that their
range of predictions exhaust all the possibilities.
God can surprise them and us. As He has done
and will do!

Listen to God’s Word

As we consider the various scenarios for the future
of the Middle East, and think about what kind of
freedom will be available for Christians in these
countries, we must listen to God’s Word. Who
would have thought in 1988 that Communism
would be wiped off the map in Europe and the
Soviet Union? Who would have thought in 2010
that the Arab dictators of the Middle East would
one by one be deposed from power, as we see
happening before our eyes? We remain wary
about who and what will replace them. In the
case of Egypt: Salafists, some of whom, if given
the opportunity, would burn all church buildings
in Egypt to the ground? Or “liberals,” who want
to guarantee religious freedom for Christians?
Whatever happens, we know that God reigns. His
plans stand firm (Ps. 33:11).
Therefore we are called to fervent prayer that the
Lord would be gracious, and increase the freedom
and welfare of all the citizens of these countries,
including the space for Christians to practice
Christian faith and preach the Gospel. The end
of Psalm 33 is an expression of hope: “We wait in
hope for the LORD; He is our help and our shield…
May Your unfailing love rest upon us, o LORD,
even as we put our hope in you.”
If God truly reigns, then we may confidently
expect great things from Him. In all countries
of the earth. Including those experiencing the
trauma and exhilaration of the Arab Summer
n
of 2011.
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P.H.R. van Houwelingen

 iddles around the letter
R
to the Hebrews (1)1

The letter to the Hebrews is, according to Klijn, “the most enigmatic of all
the writings of the New Testament”.2 It ends like a letter, but it lacks the
beginning typical of a letter. The author’s name is absent, but he clearly has
a good relationship with the readers; he hopes to meet them personally
(Ch. 13:23b). And yet, the community of believers to whom this letter is
addressed is not identified or located in any way. This is all very puzzling.

A

t the same time, there can be no doubt
that the letter to the Hebrews is a text
of great theological significance, as for
example when it discusses the reconciling work of
Jesus Christ, and the function of the new covenant
as a fulfilment of the earlier covenant relationship
between the God of Israel and His people.
Even though some of the questions that arise
may be left unanswered, a study of the so-called
introductory problems of the letter is definitely
worthwhile. The three greatest riddles we find in
Hebrews are these: Who is the author? Who are his
audience? What is their situation? In this article,
and in the one to follow, I will attempt to find – as
far as may be possible – a coherent answer in the
development of the congregation of Jerusalem
during the ‘sixties’ of the first century AD.

The first riddle: who is the author?

n About the author:

In the textual tradition, the anonymous letter to the
Hebrews has generally been handed down together
with the Pauline epistles, such as in Papyrus 46
(between Romans and I and II Corinthians) or in the
Codex Sinaiticus (between II Thessalonians and I
Timothy).3
Still, at an early stage there must have been doubts
concerning its Pauline authorship. Origen points
out differences in style and lines of reasoning (he
does add, however, that the lines of reasoning in
Hebrews are by no means inferior to those of texts
that Paul did write). “Only God truly knows who
committed this letter to paper”, says Origen. That
does not keep him, though, from listing Luke or
Clement of Rome – as well as Paul – as possible
authors (see Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History VI
25, 11-14). It makes sense to link these names to
the letter to the Hebrews. Clement of Alexandria
suggests that Luke might have been the translator
of a letter originally written in Hebrew by Paul

Dr Rob van Houwelingen is Professor of New Testament at the Theological
University of the Reformed Churches in Kampen, the Netherlands.
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of Greek, thoroughly familiar with the sacred
Scriptures (the Septuagint), of Jewish background,
someone who introduces himself to his audience
as an authoritative teacher and interpreter of
Scripture, possibly a companion of ‘brother
Timothy’ (Ch. 13:23).
The one New Testament figure who best fits this
description is Joseph, better known as Barnabas.
He was a Levite, familiar with the rituals of temple
worship, a Jew from the diaspora, born in Cyprus
but living in Jerusalem (Acts 4:36-37). He was
sent to Antioch by the congregation in Jerusalem,
accompanied Paul on his first missionary journey,
and was part of the delegation that presented the
decision of Jerusalem to the congregation in Antioch.6
The fact that the apostles have named him Barnabas
makes him an especially attractive candidate: he is
typified as ‘the son of encouragement’ (Acts 4:36:
huios paraklèseoos). This corresponds well with the
fact that the author himself, at the end of his letter,
describes it as a ‘word of encouragement’ (Ch. 13:22:
logos paraklèseoos). Barnabas would have been
especially suited to speak or write such a word of
encouragement. It was not just in Jerusalem that
he was known as a prominent personality. He also
shows up as one of the teachers in the congregation
at Antioch (Acts 11:26; 13:1), and throughout the early
Christian church he was regarded as a person with
authority (compare I Corinthians 9:6).
In the second century AD, no less a figure than
Tertullian explicitly names Barnabas as the author
of Hebrews. This appears to have been a widely
accepted identification during this period, for
Tertullian adds that this letter is more widely
accepted in the churches than The Shepherd
of Hermas, which he considers apocryphal
(An exhortation to chastity, 20,2).7 Besides, an
anonymous letter from the time of the apostolic
fathers is entitled The Epistle of Barnabas; the
fact that this text is ascribed to Barnabas is best
explained by the commonly held view that he wrote
Hebrews, a critique of traditional Judaism.8

(Eusebius, Ecclesiastical History VI 14,2). And Clement
of Rome is the first of the church fathers to directly
quote from Hebrews.
Even Calvin was not at all convinced of its Pauline
authorship. This is clear from the introduction to his
Commentary and from his explanation of chapter
13:23. According to Calvin, the letter to the Hebrews
was not written till after Paul’s death.

Not Paul

Aside from its stylistic features and its lines of
thought – already pointed out by Origen as reasons
to doubt its Pauline authorship – there are two
important arguments to support the view that
Hebrews was written by someone other than the
apostle Paul:
Hebrews lacks the introduction that is characteristic
of Paul’s letters: “Paul, an apostle of Jesus Christ”.
Nowhere in this letter does the author identify
himself as an apostle. This argument remains valid,
even if we regard the conclusion of the letter (Ch.
13:22-25) as a brief ‘covering note’, separate from
the letter itself (as Vanhoye argues), so that the
conclusion at any rate was to have been supplied by
Paul himself. For this conclusion is not an appendix:
it is rooted in the final chapter, and hence in the
whole letter.4
The letter itself states that its author, like his
audience, did not belong to those who could
give a first-hand testimony to Jesus’ words (see
Ch. 2:3-4: he presumably means the apostles,
referring especially to their unique testimony
after Pentecost).5 In contrast, Paul is eager to bear
witness to the Gospel that Jesus Christ Himself
(and not people, Gal. 1:11-12) had revealed to him.
This argument is not negated by the fact that
Paul sometimes refers to the apostolic tradition
(I Corinthians 11:23; 15:3), for in those cases he
explicitly presents himself as one of the links in the
chain of revelation. On the other hand, the author
of Hebrews appears to see himself primarily as a
recipient of this tradition.

Neither Apollos nor Priscilla

Two other possible candidates are not supported
by similar evidence from the early church. The first
is Apollos, a Jew from Alexandria, who is described
in Acts 18:24 as ‘a learned man, with a thorough
knowledge of the Scriptures’. Given the spiritualized
interpretation of Old Testament cultic worship
in Hebrews, the fact that Apollo is a native of
Alexandria might argue for his grounding in the
thinking of the Jewish philosopher Philo. However,
there are too many theological differences between

Possibly Barnabas

The textual tradition leads us to conclude that we
should seek the author in Paul’s immediate circle.
The document itself allows us to construct the
following profile of the author: he was someone
with literary gifts and a high degree of mastery
56
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Hebrews and Philo to justify a direct connection.9
The second possible author is Priscilla, perhaps in
collaboration with her husband Aquila. They had
arrived in Corinth from Italy just before Paul, and he
had found a place to live with them – like him, they
were tanners – while he was in Corinth (Acts 18:2,3).
This could explain the greetings extended from Italy
(Hebrews 13:24b), and it is quite understandable that
a female author (or her immediate surroundings)
would not have identified her by name.10 On the
other hand, the author’s elegant rhetorical flourish:
“I do not have time to tell about …” (Hebrews 11:32)
contains a masculine singular participle (not me…
dihègoumenèn but … dihègoumenon). In short,
neither Apollos nor Priscilla appear to be likely
authors of the anonymous letter to the Hebrews.
In summary: for reasons unknown to us, the author
of Hebrews does not identify himself. Unlike Paul,
he does not present himself as an apostle. He does,
however, appear to be someone who was within
Paul’s immediate circle. His authority within the
early Christian church was unchallenged, especially
when he was drawing directly on Scripture. Of
all potential authors, Barnabas appears the most
likely candidate. He was certainly no stranger in
Jerusalem. Still, the questions surrounding the
authorship of Hebrews cannot be resolved with any
degree of certainty, and in the end, we can do little
other than agree with Origen: only God knows who
the author of Hebrews is.
n
The second part of this article continues with an
examination of the possible readers to whom this
letter was sent, and the historical situation in which
they may have been living. How these questions are
answered has implications for the way in which we
understand the letter.
n Notes:
1.

This is the first of a series of two articles that was
originally published in the Dutch language as:
‘Raadsels rond de brief aan de Hebreeën’, in de
Reformatie, vol 85 (2010): 258-259 and 274-276. This
translation by Aart Plug, June 2011, by arrangement
with the author. Scripture quotations and references
are taken from the New International Version of the
Bible (NIV), 1984 edition.

2. A.F.J. Klijn, Het ontstaan van een Nieuw Testament
(z.p.: Callenbach, 1995), 94.
3. For this reason, Clare K. Rothschild, Hebrews as
Pseudepigraphon (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2009),
argues that an imitator of Paul composed this letter
>>> see page 59
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W. Bredenhof

 erman Bavinck: Pastor,
H
Churchman…

Over the last decade we’ve seen a surge of interest in the great Dutch
theologian Herman Bavinck (1854-1921). With the translation of his
monumental four-volume Reformed Dogmatics, the English-speaking
Reformed world is finally coming to recognize the valuable contributions
of Bavinck to theology. His influence upon men like Louis Berkhof and
Cornelius Van Til was legendary, but now the evidence is readily available
to everyone. The only thing missing has been a book-length biography
of this giant. We’ve had some biographical essays in various books and
journals, but nothing to compare with what has been available in Dutch.
Ron Gleason’s volume has therefore been much anticipated.

G

leason himself has a unique biography
that qualifies him for writing this work.
He is an American, but his theological
training includes time spent at the Free University
in Amsterdam. He served as a pastor in a Reformed
Church in the Netherlands. His proficiency in Dutch
allowed him access to both primary and secondary
sources for the research of this biography. Canadian
Reformed readers may remember Dr. Gleason for
his years spent pastoring the Bethel Canadian
Reformed Church in Toronto, Ontario. Currently
he serves as the pastor of the Grace Presbyterian
Church (PCA) in Yorba Linda, California.
It’s not my intent to rehearse Bavinck’s biography
here in this review. It will suffice for me to say that
Gleason covers the full breadth of Bavinck’s years.
He surveys his family background, his upbringing,
his theological education, his marriage and family
life, his first and only pastorate, his years teaching
at the seminary in Kampen, his time at the Free
University in Amsterdam, his role in various church
disputes, and his political involvement. There’s a
lot of detail and the story is generally well-told.
A couple of highlights: Bavinck visited Toronto in
1892. Gleason reports on Bavinck’s impressions of
what was then known as “Toronto the Good”: “The
Puritanical principle dominates there visibly and
clearly” (148). Later in life, Bavinck made another
trip to North America and this included a brief visit
with U.S. President Theodore Roosevelt (361).

n About the author:
Dr. Wes Bredenhof is pastor of the Providence Canadian Reformed Church, Hamilton,
ON.
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Understand the issues

We often read biographies not only to give us a
sense of who a person was, but also to understand
the issues of days gone by. Sometimes the issues
are similar to ones we face today. In the discussions
regarding a merger of the Canadian Reformed and
United Reformed Churches, one of the big and (to
this date) unresolved issues has been theological
education. Should a united church federation have
its own seminary or should this be left to outside
institutions? Can we do both? Before and after the
union of the Secession (Afscheiding) and Doleantie
churches in 1892, Herman Bavinck also dealt with
this issue. He taught at the federational seminary in
Kampen for many years. But yet he also had many
friends and contacts within the Free University in
Amsterdam. Later, with matters still unresolved, he
went to teach there. These were thorny issues then
and they remain so. Bavinck’s biography provides a
cautionary tale about what happens when church
unions are forced without resolving real differences.

Despite those foibles, I enjoyed this biography.
Gleason’s writing is lively and there are often
humorous moments. Most importantly, he loves
Bavinck and it shows. The book concludes with
several appendices including summaries of two
sermons by Jan Bavinck (Herman’s father) and a
summary of Herman Bavinck’s inaugural address
when he began his career at Kampen. I’m glad to
see that English-speaking readers can finally get the
full story of this imposing and multi-faceted figure
in our Reformed church history. 
n

n Review of:
Herman Bavinck: Pastor, Churchman, Statesman, and
Theologian, Ron Gleason, Phillipsburg: P&R, 2010.
Paperback, 511 pages, $29.99.

Riddles around the letter to the Hebrews

There is nothing like Gleason’s book in English.
For that reason alone, it needs to be in the hands
of pastors, aspiring pastors, scholars, elders, and
interested lay-people. However, not only will people
with a theological bent benefit, but also those with
an interest in politics. Towards the end of his life,
Bavinck served as a politician. He was elected to a
position in the Dutch government and gave careful
thought to the application of Christian principles to
the political realm.

information. He does not, however, express a view

to an early collection of Pauline letters. She does

concerning Barnabas’ possible authorship of

not explain why the author remains anonymous.

Hebrews. Kollman writes states that it is “reizvoll”

The reference to Timothy in Ch. 13:23 is “too

(appealing) to regard Hebrews as the source for

casual and unobtrusive to be a pseudepigraphical

Barnabas’ theological thinking; still he does not regard

element” (Harold W. Attridge, Hebrews [Hermeneia;

the evidence as sufficient (Bernd Kollmann, Joseph

Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1989] 6 note.46).

Barnabas. Leben und Wirkungsgeschichte (Stuttgart:

4. The personal comments do not occur in V. 22 but
already in Vv.18-19, where the author uses the

Numerous errors

Unfortunately, the book does have some problems.
There are numerous typos and formatting errors.
The footnotes (especially the biographical ones) are
sometimes repetitive, as is the text. Sometimes the
book suffers from a lack of clarity. As an example
in chapter 16, Gleason deals with the question of
whether Bavinck changed theologically later in life.
Initially, he says that Bavinck didn’t change (399).
But then three pages later, the answer becomes
“yes and no” (402). A sharp editor would have
caught this. Basically the problems in this book
boil down to poor editing. My hope is that a second
edition will someday resolve these infelicities and
make a good book even better.
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from existing Pauline material, as a supplement

exceptional first person “I” (found elsewhere only in

of Barnabas as author arose directly from the

Ch. 11:32) to ask his readers to pray for him. See Floyd

manuscript Tertullian was using, since he explicitly

V. Filson, ‘Yesterday’. A study of Hebrews in the Light

refers to a title: “exstat enim et Barnabae titulus

of Chapter 13 (London: SCM Press, 1967); Cynthia

[not: epistola] ad Hebreaeos”. Theodor Zahn,

Long Westfall, A Discourse Analysis of the Letter to

Inleiding tot het Nieuwe Testament II. Translated

the Hebrews. The Relationship between Form and

by J.B.T. Hugenholtz (Utrecht: Kemink, 1905), 138.

Meaning (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 2005), 291-296.

In this connection, Tertullian adds that Barnabas

Contra Albert Vanhoye, La structure litteraire de l’

received his doctrine “from the apostles”, which

Épître aux Hebreux (Paris: Desclée de Brouwer, 1963);

is inconsistent with what the author of Hebrews

idem, Structure and Message of the Epistle to the

himself writes in Ch. 2:3,4

Hebrews (Roma: Pontificio Istituto Biblico, 1989).
5. Nowhere does Hebrews refer explicitly to ‘apostles’,
since the letter regards Jesus Christ as the apostle
par excellence (Ch. 3:1)
6. Markus Öhler, Barnabas. Die historische Person und
ihre Rezeption in der Apostelgeschichte (Tübingen:
Mohr Siebeck, 2003) provides a great deal of
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8. Rainer Riesner, “Der Hebräer-brief nach
Altkirchlichen Zeugnissen,” European Journal of
Theology 11.1 (2002): 15-29.
9. See Ronald Williamson, Philo and the Epistle to the
Hebrews (Leiden; Brill, 1970).
10. Ruth Hoppin, Priscilla: Author of the Epistle to the
Hebrews (New York: Exposition, 1969).
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D.J. Steensma

 arriage, Family and the Civil
M
Authority (3) A theological and
ethical perspective1

The first instalment of this series of articles set out a Biblically-based
definition of ‘marriage’ and ‘family’. It explored the Biblical foundations for
these relationships as reflecting the covenant relationship between God
and His people. ‘Marriage’ and ‘family’ are institutions given in creation
by God, and at the same time objects of human responsibility. While they
belong to the present order, both of these institutions are to be regarded
in the light of the coming age. The second instalment continued with an
exploration of some of the distinctive characteristics of marriage and the
family, including the order in the relationship between husband and wife.

4.4 Order in the relationship
between parents and children

Just as for marriage, the relationship of love
between parents and children is marked by a
certain order, one which embodies mutual rights
and obligations.
Scripture shows that parents, as representatives of
God, reflect His glory. The Lord has placed them in
a special office, having authority over His children
(who are at the same time their own): Honour your
father and your mother (Exodus 20:12; Ephesians
6:2). Parental authority is a gift of God, and bound
to the person of the parent. It is also an appeal
to serve the goal for which God has granted this
authority. The fifth commandment is one for
parents no less than for their children. The Lord calls
them to be worthy of parental honour.
Fathers and mothers equally reflect the glory of
God to their children. Scripture honours mothers;
sometimes, they are even mentioned first: Each of
you must respect his mother and father (Leviticus
19:3). At the same time, Scripture highlights the
father’s position as prophet, priest and king. In
being called ‘father’ he bears the honour, and the
responsibility, of reflecting the Fatherhood of God.
The fall into sin has fundamentally affected this
unity of person and office. The office-bearer became
a rebel. However, the Gospel tells us that in Christ,
n About the author:
Douwe Jacob Steensma (b.1958) is pastor of the Christelijke Gereformeerde Kerk of
Veenwouden, the Netherlands. He was awarded a doctorate in ethics in 1995. Currently,
he also lectures at the Gereformeerde Hogeschool in Zwolle, the Netherlands.
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broken situations, their reverence will be directed to
the office, rather than the person of their parents.

4.5 The position of children

The position of children with regard to their parents
is governed by their position before God. Every child
has been created in the image of God, and is fully
human, regardless of its physical or psychological
situation. With all its flaws, every childhood reflects
and may express the glory of God (Psalm 8:3).
Children born within the covenant are special objects
of God’s love and faithfulness. He comes to them,
requiring faith and repentance. Children who do not
show love to God bring great grief to their parents.
Scripture portrays children as dependent, small and
under guardianship, having a right to protection.
Christ Himself taught us this (Mark 10:13-16). The
worth of children does not lie only in their future as
adults; they have intrinsic, present worth as persons
in their own right as well.
One important way children honour parents
is through obedience (compare Ephesians 6:1;
Colossians 3:20). This is no slavish submission, but
an expression of respect for their parents’ Godgiven postion. The form this obedience takes will
depend on the age of the child.
Sin, however, has seriously damaged this position.
Every child is conceived and born in sin, inclined by
nature not to put God first. It will resist the parents’
authority. Within the covenant, however, young
children are sanctified in Christ. God calls them to
faith and repentance, and Christ brings restoration
to their childhood. He has fully obeyed the fifth
commandment, and borne the punishment for
transgression against it. He sanctifies our childhood
also. To children living within the covenant, God
extends the promise and the demand of His Word.

through the working of the Holy Spirit, this image
of God has been restored. In all their faults and
failures, parents are comforted by this Gospel.
In Christ, parents may again be the hands of
God, reflecting His glory and representing His
Fatherhood. The hands of fathers and mothers
lead children to God. To put it differently: believing
parents are the face through whom God the Father
shows Himself to His children. Parents also reflect
Christ the Son, the perfect image of the Father, in
His threefold office. They are prophets, passing on
the Word of God; priests, devoting themselves to
God and their neighbour – their children! – in prayer
and blessings; kings, bearing His authority and
expressing it in service. Parents reflect the Father
and the Son; they are also the Spirit’s instruments
in bringing salvation to covenant children.
Parents are covenant parents of covenant children.
Their parenthood operates within the Kingdom of
God. Obedience to the commands of the Kingdom
brings blessing to the family. The ark of faith that
Noah built served as a great blessing for his family
(Hebrews 11:7).
Parenthood, however, is not an end in itself. It must
serve the Kingdom. Abraham was called to sacrifice
his son to God; likewise, covenantal obedience
within the family demands radical self-denial
(compare Matthew 10:35-36).
Within the family, children must show reverence
and due regard for their parents. Nowhere does
Scripture allow an end-point for this reverence. It
remains for life. The way in which this reverence is
expressed, however, is influenced by the situation:
age, physical or psychological condition, and the
capacity of parents to exercise their role. The
expression of this reverence may vary: its quality
remains the same. It is a reverence for the person
of these God-given parents. They are to be received
and accepted from the hand of God.
Parents who misuse their authority put their
children in a place of tension between reverence and
contempt. Even then, the Lord still requires love and
respect. Children must always obey God rather than
their parents (Compare Acts 5:29); still, they ought
always to honour their parents’ calling. In such
60

4.6 The lasting character of marriage

Love within marriage finds expression in rights and
obligations. It demands justice, and at the same
time provides the roots for justice. This justice within
marriage implies both the obligation of and right to
mutual faithfulness between husband and wife.
Such faithfulness is part and parcel of the
covenantal character of marriage. For what is
love without faithfulness? Both the origin and
the lasting character of marriage lie in the will of
God. God hates unfaithfulness of a man towards
the wife of his youth (Malachi 2:15-16). Earthly
marriages are governed by heavenly commands.
The will of God regarding marriage is expressed
in the seventh commandment (Exodus 20:14), and
Christ, because of the hardness of men’s hearts,
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proclaimed it anew. He stripped it of the human
customs that blunted its force. Christ returned to
the core of the command, God’s creation purpose:
“What God has joined together, let man not
separate” (Matthew 19:6). He also penetrated to
the depths of human existence (Matthew 5:27-30).
No-one is excused before God. The apostle Paul
applied the word of Christ in his instructions to the
church of Corinth (I Corinthians 7:10-11, 27, 39).

Adultery may be understood in three ways:

1. In its broadest sense, adultery may be seen as a
disregard for the divine institution of marriage
in general. Some specific instances:
a. Where two people of the same sex
form a ‘marriage’ bond, because of
sexual attraction, a desire for mutual
companionship and a shared destination
in life, there is disregard for the divine
institution of marriage. Such a bond is not
based on God’s purpose for love within
marriage, and conflicts with it.
b. Where a man and a woman undertake a de
facto relationship without honouring its legal
expression, because of sexual attraction,
a desire for mutual companionship and a
shared destination in life, that too is a form
of adultery. It sets aside the manifestly public
character of this institution of God.
2. In a narrower sense, adultery is a disregard for
the specific marriage in which one is living.
“Anyone who looks at a woman lustfully has
already committed adultery with her in his heart”
(Matthew 5:28). Anyone who sets his desire on
someone other than wife or husband is already
an adulterer.
3. In its original and most restricted sense, adultery
is having sexual relations with someone other
that one’s own husband or wife. This can
happen within an existing marriage; it can also
happen when the bond of marriage has been
formally dissolved.
In ancient Israel, a man could give his wife a letter
of divorce, and separate from her. This would not,
however, end their marriage in the sight of God.
That would happen when one or the other began
an intimate relationship with a third party. Jesus
said: “Anyone who divorces his wife, except for
marital unfaithfulness, causes her to become an
adulteress, and anyone who marries the divorced
woman commits adultery” (Matthew 5:32).
While he may not have played an active part,
the husband was still a party to the adultery. He
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her groom. Marriage was a family affair, involving
friends and relatives ( Judges 14:11, 15:2; Matthew
25:1-13; Luke 12:35-38; John 3:28-29). In his parable,
Jesus pointed out that many were invited to the
wedding (22:14); He Himself attended a wedding
in Cana (John 2:1-10). We know little about public
elements of marriage in ancient Israel; remarkably,
there were very few religious rituals.

divorce does happen. Christ’s command, then, is
not a legal stipulation, but a rule of the Kingdom.
In our society, the civil authorities cannot simply
apply the full force of this command. It would be
a praiseworthy goal, but in a society where so few
people are led by the rules of the Kingdom, this
would result in untenable situations. We do well to
understand that Christ’s prohibition of divorce rises
above the sphere of civil justice. At the same time,
the civil authorities have the calling, in a fallen
world, to align civil divorce law as closely as possible
with God’s original purpose. How the church must
deal with its own members is a different question.

…Love within marriage is
expressed in rights and
obligations…
(photo P.G.B. de Vries)

created the conditions for it, and shares in the guilt.
By divorcing his wife, he sins against her. And he
adds to this evil if he then makes reconciliation
impossible by marrying another. Having sent his
own wife away, he marries another woman. That
would be adultery in its most direct sense.
Scripture points to two grounds for divorce. The
first is ‘fornication’, the act of sexual relations
with someone other than one’s own husband or
wife. In such situations, asking for a divorce is not
ethically wrong. Still, the first path to follow is that
of reconciliation and of restoration of a broken
relationship. Did not the LORD God show His love to
an adulterous covenant people?
The second ground Scripture mentions is wilful
desertion. In such a situation, says Paul, let him
leave (I Corinthians 7:15). In this case, a believing
wife is no longer bound: she is free to marry
another. Paul does not appeal directly to Jesus’
words, but – with apostolic authority – gives his
own judgment. This Pauline concession (free
to remarry after wilful desertion) may surely be
applied to analogous situations.
Having said that, one must be careful with the
expression ‘grounds for divorce’. There can never be
any ‘grounds’ to set aside what God has ordained.
The first calling will always be for husband and
wife to restore the broken relationship by way of
forgiveness and reconciliation. Still, there is a place
for this term. It points to two kinds of concrete
situations where divorce may legitimately be
sought or accepted. And it keeps us from using all
kinds of vague terminology to justify the ending of
a marriage relationship.
Finally, we should remember that Scripture does
not say that divorce is impossible. In a fallen world,
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The law of Moses, too, highlights the public
character of marriage. The father decided to whom
he would give his daughter, and which wife he
would find for his son (Deuteronomy 7:3). The law
of Moses confirms the rule that sexual relations
were to take place only within marriage. If a man
seduced a young woman and had relations with
her, he was required to marry her, and pay her
father the full bride-price. The father, however, had
the right to refuse (Exodus 22:16-17). A man who
wished to end his marriage could not just send
his wife away. He had to give her a certificate of
divorce (Deuteronomy 24:1). This certificate was a
legal document. The implication is that a marriage
dissolved publicly must first have been performed
in public. In addition, there are numerous
regulations forbidding certain marriages. It was
clear that within the covenant community of Israel,
marriage was publicly regulated.
In the New Testament, too, marriage was seen as a
public matter. Early Christians regarded marriage
as a civil practice. In the Greek and Roman world,
marriage was arranged between two families
(although over time, there was more regard for
the consent of the two partners themselves), and
Christians accepted these societal rules. At the
same time, they recognized that marriage involved
the congregation also. The apostles instructed
believers to marry ‘in the Lord’ (I Corinthians
7:39, II Corinthians 6:14), and admonished them
concerning marriage and family life.

5. Marriage and
family in society
Marriage and family have a public character.
From these institutions, lines run to other
relationships within society. Marriage and family
are foundational building blocks for the larger
community and its proper functioning. They serve
man’s exercise of his stewardship. In a fallen world,
they serve to restrain sin. They also have their own
important place in relation to the coming Kingdom.
Conversely, this public character of marriage and
family also implies that lines run from society as a
whole to these institutions; for example, in relevant
civil laws governing marriage.
In the Old Testament, marriage was a matter
between two families. Parents made the decisions
and the arrangements. At the death of the father,
the right to decide devolved upon the eldest son.
Laban had to give permission for Rebekah to leave
home (Genesis 24:50-54). In later times, priests took
on an official role. The priest Jehoiada chose two
wives for the young king Joash (II Chronicles 24:3).
The public marriage ceremony consisted of two
elements: first, the bridegroom paid the customary
bride-price to the bride’s father, as determined by
the father. Such public payment was, in effect, a
declaration that the marriage had taken place in
good order. It established a covenantal relationship
between the two families, a covenant of peace
(Isaiah 54:10), confirmed in a public ceremony.
The Lord Himself is a witness to such a covenant
(Malachi 2:14). When the transfer of the brideprice had been completed, the bride herself was
formally transferred from the hand of her father
– sometimes by way of the groomsman – to that of
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6. Public Confirmation
The public confirmation of marriage highlights
its lasting and reliable character. There can be no
doubt that this lasting and reliable character serves
the well-being of husband and wife, of the children,
and of the community as a whole.
First of all, husbands and wives themselves benefit
from public recognition of their marriage. It is a
necessary condition for their covenant relationship.
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Their love in marriage gives content to the lawful
bond, and the lawful bond is the framework within
which love in marriage can flourish. The institution
of marriage provides room for the unhindered
development of each person. The public character
of marriage protects the permanency of the
marriage relationship. It is in the best interests of
both partners.
It is the task of civil authorities to promote and
protect whatever contributes to healthy marriages.
It must also resist whatever threatens this
lawful institution. In this connection, the public
solemnization of marriage in church is of great
value. Two people make promises to each other
that encompass their whole lives, and every aspect
of them. Humanly speaking, such a promise is too
much to ask. They do not know what kind of people
they will become, and what situations they will
face. In this context, saying “I do” is only possible in
dependence upon God.
Second, the children born in a marriage benefit
from its public character. Parents are obliged to care
lovingly for their children. This is a matter of justice,
and is expressed in rights and obligations. Parents’
love for their children is not opposed to such rights
and obligations. In a fallen world, this is all the
more important. By nature, children are weak, and
any uncertainties regarding their position must
be kept to a minimum. The bond between parents
and children must, therefore, be strengthened
by external safeguards. This includes the lawful
obligations of parents towards their children.
All of society is surely well served by this care of its
children. The civil authorities have a positive task to
promote and protect whatever contributes to the
development of children and a wholesome family
life, and to resist whatever might be a threat to
children and family life. The institution of marriage
stands in service to this end.
Third, society as a whole benefits from the public
recognition of marriage. It provides for better
control over possible impediments to lawful
marriage: blood-relationships, polygamy, marriage
of minors, and others. This serves to protect not just
women, but the community as a whole.
The public character of marriage enables the civil
authorities to adjust public policy. They must
remain aware of the civil status of their citizens,
for in this way they are able to promote justice and
righteousness, and to embody these principles in
the rule of law.
☞See page 65
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J. Visscher

Preaching Biblical History

It is always a pleasure to read and recommend another good book on
preaching, and that applies to this work as well. The Rev. Piet Houtman
is a minister in the Reformed Churches in The Netherlands where he has
pastored a number of congregations and currently devotes himself to
mission work. Indeed, this particular title is the fruit of his teaching at the
Presbyterian Theological Seminary in Dehra Dun, India, hence the Delhi
publication address.

A

quick peak at the detailed Table of
Contents reveals that this book consists
of five sections: principles, debate,
method, samples, and resources. In the first section
Houtman devotes some 75 pages to outlining the
basic principles that govern his approach. In so
doing he makes it very clear that his focus is on
biblical history and how it should be understood. He
stresses that God is the main actor in this history
and not man. He deals with story-telling, method
and style. He explores the unity of Scripture. He
shows how believers are heirs of biblical history and
how this calls for preaching, a type of preaching
that leads to God and to His indispensability.
At the same time Houtman also sees
application in preaching as a special challenge.
To meet this challenge he recommends that the
preacher always begin with God and see man as
the person God deals with. In this interaction the
hearer cannot help but identify himself or herself
with the biblical characters; however, this matter
of identification should be handled with care by the
preacher. He must not so much cause his hearers to
look up to man as to God.
Houtman also insists that every OT story
requires its own application and that this will help
the preacher avoid the pitfall of monotony. In the
process he readily admits that both the redemptivehistorical and the exemplaristic approaches often
fail to avoid this pitfall.

Second part

In the second part of his book Houtman deals with
the debate that has swirled around this topic of
biblical history. One of them has to do with the
redemptive-historical approach to preaching and
how this has to do with covenant, promise and
n About the author:
Reverent Dr James Visscher currently serves as one of the pastors of the Canadian
Reformed Church at Langley, British Columbia, edits Clarion (a bi-weekly) and Diakonia
(a quarterly), teaches internationally and chaired the 1989 meeting of the International
Conference of Reformed Churches.
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fulfillment, typology, Christ, biblical theology,
narrative, and canon. The other has to do with the
exemplaric approach which treats biblical passages
as examples. To illustrate this Houtman cites the
case of Lot in Genesis 13. He analyzes a long list of
objections to this approach such as fragmentation,
man-centeredness, focusing on human
characteristics, flattening, equalizing, separate
application, spiritualizing, and moralizing.
The author also deals with such improper
approaches to biblical history as mysticism,
allegory, rationalism, evolutionism and higher
criticism. He rounds off this section by discussing
the suitability of the term “redemptive history.”
This brings us to third part of this book called
“method” and it gives guidelines on how to deal
with a particular passage, its exploration and
design. In all he cites 8 steps (choosing the passage,
delineating the text, initial meditation, analysis,
determining the place of the passage, synthesis,
designing a sermon outline, and writing the
sermon). Each step in turn is divided into various
sub-sections and abounds with helpful, practical
illustrative material.
Houtman does not stop there. He adds a fourth
section filled with samples. I counted 17 in all. The
first is a full sample and the rest are partial ones.
Each sample opens with general notes and then
presents an outline.
Finally, he rounds off his treatment of preaching
by furnishing us with an outline of biblical history, a
list of key themes and an annotated bibliography.

The Reverend Piet Houtman

All of this, however, does not imply that the book is
perfect and beyond quibbles. On page 54 Houtman
states that for him the aim of preaching is best
captured by the word “godliness.” He likes this word
because it is broader than “faith” and includes it. I
would rather say that the aim of our preaching is
“faith” and that “godliness” is part and parcel of
true faith.
Elsewhere in this review I cite a rather long list
of Houtman’s objections to exemplaric preaching.
In that connection it would have been helpful if
he had elaborated on some of the abuses found
among the proponents of redemptive-historical

n Review of: Piet Houtman, ‘This is Your God!’:
Preaching Biblical History, Delhi: ISPCK 2010, 295 pages.

Marriage, Family and the Civil Authority
7. Summing up, for now.
These articles have provided an overview of what
Scripture teaches in relation to marriage and the
family. We could have mentioned other aspects,
such as the protection of unborn children, questions
surrounding family planning, and preparation
for marriage. Many of the questions need to be
discussed within the framework of congregational
life, not only from an ethical perspective, but also –
perhaps especially – from a pastoral one.
We have only discussed a limited number of
aspects. Each of these requires further elaboration
within a political framework.
As we apply what Scripture tells us, we must take
care not to make the Bible say what we want it to
say. The Bible is no political handbook; it is the Good
News of the coming of the Kingdom of God. In spite
of that, and because of that, it still remains relevant
and applicable to concrete situations. It teaches us
not just about our personal conduct, but also about
the conduct of people within, and by means of the
structures of our society.
n

Much to savour

Hopefully, my brief description of this book has
whetted your appetite. Indeed, there is much
here to savour and to relish. Over the years I have
read, and I continue to read, books on preaching
and I must say that among them Houtman has
given us one of the better hands on approaches to
redemptive-historical preaching. His work abounds
with illustrations and examples. His language is
clear. His logic is impeccable. His literary style is
easy to follow. A lot of other writers on this topic
never get beyond the general principles and they
avoid what may be called “the nuts and bolts” of
preaching. Houtman cannot be accused of such
an approach. His book will therefore be of special
benefit to students who need help not just with the
theory or theology of preaching but also with its
practice.
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preaching (objectivism, generalizing, forced
Christology, and the like). While I too am an
advocate of the latter approach, I cannot ignore
the fact that some have taken it to extremes and
managed to rob it of its beauty and power.
Also, while appreciating the annotated
bibliography at the back, I would not be so
enthusiastic about John Bright’s A History of Israel
and I would have included Dale Ralph Davis’s little
gem The Word Became Fresh (Mentor), as well as
the vital contributions of Peter Adam and Graeme
Goldsworthy deserve to be mentioned. Still, when
all is said and done, Piet Houtman is to be highly
commended for giving us a solid and most helpful
contribution to the preaching of biblical history.
Obtaining this book may prove to be a bit of a
challenge. The websites mentioned on the second
page do not function. Upon contacting the author
about this problem, he suggested that one go to
http://www.indianbooksonreligion.com/index.
php and then search for “Houtman.” Perhaps the
publisher should be approached about the need to
find a better means of distribution.
n
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n Notes
1    This, the second in a series of three articles, is an
abridged translation of Huwelijk, gezin en overheid:
een theologisch-ethisch perspectief, first published
in the Dutch language in: D. J. Steensma, M. VerhageVan Kooten, J. Westert (e.a.), Individualisering en
gezinsbeleid. Gezin, arbeid, opvoeding en zorg in
het licht van christelijke politiek, Nunspeet 1998. This
translation by Aart Plug, May 2011, by arrangement
with the author.
Editor’s note: In the first instalment of this article
(Lux Mundi, 30 (1), March 2011), there was an error in
the endnotes. Note 2 should have read: Compare D.J.
Steensma, ‘Het eigene van het gezin’ in: J.W. Maris en
H.G.L. Peels, Onthullende woorden. Theologische opstellen,
aangeboden aan prof. dr. J. de Vuyst bij zijn afscheid als
hoogleraar aan de Theologische Universiteit te Apeldoorn
(Leiden, 1997) 172-173; and: Leefeenheden en beleid I (Den
Haag, Nederlandse Gezinsraad, Raad voor Gezinnen en
andere Leefvormen, 1992) bijlage. Vgl. de nota Leefvormen
in het familierecht (Ministerie van Justitie: 1995).
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A.L.Th De Bruijne

 ffect and Effect
A
The significance of a Biblical
spirituality for Christian ethics
in a secular age1

In our time, there is every reason to reflect on the relationship between
ethics, spirituality and emotion. This threefold combination is very popular
in Western society of our day.

T

o illustrate, I point to a 2008 project carried
out by the well-known Dutch singer Marco
Borsato. He is an ambassador for the
organization “War Child”, and attempts to mobilize
the broader public in support of his help for child
soldiers. His project is entitled White Light. He
has released a CD full of vaguely spiritual lyrics.
One of them is an anthem to ‘white light’. He
quotes Genesis 1: “and God said: let there be light,
and there was light”. At the same time, this white
light turns out to be a New Age symbol for higher
healing powers. Borsato organized mass events in
public stadiums, where he played on the emotions
of the crowds. In addition, he has produced a
film – which received numerous awards – with
the same title: White Light. It contains a shocking
and emotional recount of the things done by child
soldiers. Whoever takes part in this project will feel
a powerful and deep-rooted appeal. By means of a
combination of emotional impulses and spiritual
symbols, people of today are driven towards
ethical action: taking the side of child soldiers.
Borsato’s project is an exemplar of a contemporary
combination of ethics, spirituality and emotion.2

This same combination is also taking hold of
Reformed Christians. For them, too, the choices
between good and evil are increasingly governed
by whether or not it ‘feels right’. For them too, it is
not just a matter of ordinary feelings, but especially
of religious feelings. As people undergoing
authentic experiences, they feel free to let their
intuitions guide their ethical choices. This is
often accompanied by resistance to an externally
n About the author:
Dr A L Th De Bruijne is professor of Ethics and Spirituality at the Theological University of
the Reformed Churches in the Netherlands at Kampen, the Netherlands.
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with a private inner world. In addition, the cosmos
starts to lose its enigmatic character; it becomes an
empty universe, in which natural and moral laws
provide order and structure. Instead of a cosmos
that determines your ‘self’, an ambition grows to
control the outer world from within the self.
Since then, orthodox Christians have increasingly
begun to see God as living outside of nature, in a
space which, so to speak, is attached to the outside
of the ‘normal’ closed natural world. True, God
sets the laws for this natural world, but He is no
longer present in it as a distinct entity; He does not
usually intervene in the existing order or in human
responsibility. Over against this, atheists assert that
there is no place left for God at all. Secularization
sets aside any possibility of transcendence.

imposed Christian ethic, such as ‘rules’ that call for
obedience. The alternative is that doing good ought
to come from within. Ethics should be internal in
their motivation and growth.
In this presentation, I intend to examine a
number of aspects of this relationship between
ethics, spirituality and emotion. To begin with,
I will analyse how our context drives us to this
connection. Then I will consider, from a theological
and Biblical perspective, how such connections
might legitimately be made. Finally, I will show
what effect a healthy connection of these three
elements will have for our ethics.

Counter-movements

Together, orthodoxy and atheism have evoked
counter-movements. Both of them are too
‘rational’; they both leave humanity stuck in an
empty universe. In these counter-movements,
the human self is primarily seen as the source of
feeling. ‘Ethics’ is not that the self assents to an
existing framework of laws, or that it develops a set
of laws of its own, but that people, from out of their
feelings, strive for self-actualization. By means of
authentic experiences, in which they remain true to
themselves, they shape their own lives. In this way,
there is a renewed place for the transcendent and
the divine. Transcendence is a movement by which
one rises above the self, and so fulfils oneself. This
ethic and this spirituality are extensions of each
other. In Taylor’s work, we frequently encounter this
‘moral/spiritual’ combination.
In Taylor’s view, then, there are only two places left
in this secular age where we can still think about
God or about ‘higher’ things: in the transcendent
world of orthodoxy, or in the inner world of
personal feeling. This secular world-view influences
ever more sections of society; since the 1960s it has
reached almost universal dominance. The result
is an explosion of new variants of spirituality. A
growing number of people have made the shift
away from an excessively one-sided rational
orthodoxy or atheism, towards more emotional or
spiritual variants. Since they do this as individuals,
an endlessly varied palette of moral/spiritual
options has arisen, all of which have emotions at
their core. Marco Borsato’s project, as described
above, is a typical example.

1. The challenge of our
(post)-secular age.
In the eyes of many, our present world is going
through a ‘post-secular’ period. They point to
the fact that religion, having been marginalized
for some time, now enjoys renewed attention.
‘Secularization’ seems to be drawing to an end.
That, however, is not what the inventor of the
term ‘post-secular’, the German philosopher
Jürgen Habermas, intends it to mean. In his
view, secularization simply continues; next to it,
however, we encounter a growing array of new
forms of religiosity. The Canadian philosopher
Charles Taylor takes this a step further. 3 To
him, this new emergence of religion is simply
another manifestation of the present secular era.
Characteristic for secularization is not that religion
should disappear, but that it should no longer
be self-evident, a matter of course. You can ‘do’
religion, or not: that is a matter of subjective choice.
Before modernity, faith was the first, self-evident
‘default option’. In all directions, the human self
was open to the cosmos, and the cosmos was full of
higher powers. Whatever you thought and did was
determined externally: by God or by the gods.
With the onset of modernity, man for the first time
begins to see himself as a separate, defined identity
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In the light of Taylor’s analysis, it is remarkable
that reflection on the relationship between ethics,
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spirituality and emotion is relatively rare. This is
true for general ethics, in which the liberal variant
has remained rational and atheistic, while the
more communitarian approach, while leaving
some room for this connection, still remains quite
reticent concerning the possibility of a moral role
for emotion. Within Christian ethical reflection, this
link also receives very little attention.
Hence, where these cultural shifts begin to gain
influence in society and in the churches, the risk
grows of a divide between everyday ethical and
spiritual practice on the one hand, and ‘official’
theological reflection on the other. Fortunately,
there are some contexts in which thought is
being given to the relationship between ethics
and spirituality. One of these areas is the study of
‘spirituality’ itself. This has come about because this
concept has been expanded to become an inclusive
label for all kinds of religions and therefore any
religiously-motivated ethics. In addition, reflection
on this relationship has developed within Roman
Catholic ethics since Vatican II, within Eastern
Orthodox ethics, within more recent forms of
liberation theology, within the Jewish ethics of
Levinas, and within the narrative ethics associated
with thinkers such as Stanley Hauerwas. We also
encounter it where reflection on the use of the Bible
in ethics leads to advocating a less linear-rational
use of Scripture, and in renewed attention for
the concept of ‘the art of living’, which in practice
combines what we usually distinguish as ethics and
spirituality.

Added challenge

While there is room for more encounters between
ethics and spirituality, the inclusion of emotion
presents an added challenge. Recent research in
psychology has clearly shown that emotions play an
important role in both the spiritual and the moral
dimensions of human existence. For example, it is
interesting to note that difficult ethical choices are
greatly demanding of emotional or affective energy.
As with physical energy, it appears to be possible to
train the emotions, just as muscles can be trained.
This becomes all the more interesting when we are
confronted with the increasingly popular view that
good deeds of Christians must arise spontaneously
from within.
Useful distinctions can also be made between
emotions, moods, and affective characteristics.
‘Emotions’ in their narrowest sense are responses
to stimuli, and generally last for a short time. For
instance: when seeing Borsato’s film, there is an
67

immediate impulse to donate money. If we do
not, the emotional impulse quickly diminishes.
Moods are longer-lasting emotions. Affective
characteristics are linked to dispositions. They
position people to feel – or not feel – certain
emotions.4

2. S pirituality, affectivity
and ethics.
Is it possible, by means of Biblically responsible
theology, to throw light on the relationship
between spirituality, ethics and affectivity? One
of the insights of the English ethics scholar Oliver
O’Donovan is helpful here. In his ethics, he assigns
a decisive place to the spiritual emotion that we
call ‘the joy of faith’. Christian ethics arise from the
resurrection of Christ. Through the resurrection,
God confirms and completes His creation order.
People are called to share in the resurrection
themselves, and to learn to live in such a manner
that they do justice to and become part of this
restored creation order. Our motivation for this,
the Bible teaches, is affective. The resurrection
evokes joy in human hearts, and this joy includes
a heartfelt assent to the renewed order within
God’s creation. This affective motivation must be
present, if conduct that willingly conforms to God’s
purposes for life is to follow.5
It must be said that O’Donovan barely considers
whether joy is an emotion or an affect. He thinks
at a fairly conceptual level. Jonathan Edwards, to
whom O’Donovan explicitly refers, is different.
In his renowned ‘Religious Affections’ Edwards
pays much attention to the affective character of
faith. To this day, his work continues to stimulate
thinking about the connections between ethics,
spirituality and emotion.6
In Edwards’ epistemology, there can be no knowing
without feeling. Everything that we know evokes
an emotional ‘yes’ or ‘no’ within us. That leads to
actions of the will: we are attracted to or distance
ourselves from whatever we know. At bottom,
this occurs because God, as the first object of
human knowledge, always appeals to our affective
dimension. Since people have been created to know
God, they are affective creatures to the very core
of their being. In His holy love, and by means of its
extraordinary radiance, God exerts an irresistible
attraction on human beings. A unique beauty
proceeds from God, an aesthetic dimension that
evokes these affects in people. This beauty is all the
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more unique because at its very centre stands the
hideousness of the cross. This is the beauty and the
attraction of divine love. Beauty calls forth longing;
this affect implies action of the will and hence
determines the direction of life. In Edwards’ view,
the ethic has its origin in the aesthetic.

by the question: to what extent are affects of faith
truly present? Should the affects be weakened, then
the glory of God touches us less, and it becomes
increasingly difficult to fathom reality, and to know
and practise what is good.

Addition

Develop tools

As a theologian in the Calvinist and Neocalvinist
tradition, I believe that this valuable emphasis in
Edwards’ thinking nonetheless requires an addition.
In the approach we have just described, the core of
faith is love. Still, the teaching of Scripture (consider
for instance the expression ‘obedience of faith’ in
Romans) and theological tradition (not least the
Calvinist tradition), also allows us to understand
faith in terms of obedience. Next to ‘ethics of the
fitting’, there is also room for ethics based on
obedience to the Word or commands of God. Ethical
questions cannot be limited simply to ‘what is
fitting’; they must also respond to ‘what is required’.

Edwards was not naïve in his thinking about
the affects of faith. His prime intention was to
develop tools that enabled a distinction to be
made between genuine and false affects of faith
during the Great Awakening of his day. His aim
was to take the wind out of the sails of those who
uncritically acclaimed all affective manifestations,
as well as those who immediately condemned all
unusual or even extreme expressions of emotion.
His own criteria go deeper. He held, for instance,
that genuine affects of faith must have an external
origin, the Spirit of God. We would never discover
the beauty of God in the Crucified One through
an affective movement from the inside out. God
Himself needs to break open our closed-up selves.
Edwards, therefore, would oppose our present-day
combination of emotion and spirituality, which
has its origin within ourselves. Once we see this
beauty of God, our perception of reality is altered
and enhanced. We could be compared to someone
who, once colour-blind, suddenly sees the world in
full colour.

That becomes clear, for instance, when we explore
the affects of faith that come with ‘the fear of the
Lord’.7 In my view, this is the fundamental affect of
faith in Christian spirituality. Whoever knows the
fear of the Lord responds to the real presence of
God himself. Where the fear of the Lord is absent,
all the other ‘affects of faith’ cannot really be
considered as being evoked by the radiance of God.
For then they are and remain projections of the
pious self. In the fear of the Lord, reverence for God
and attraction to Him go together. There can be
no encounter with God unless both elements are
present, at least to some extent. Such an encounter
will always call forth reverence and cause a strong
attraction.
One the one hand, in the Bible this fear is
described as a true affect, one that has a strongly
motivational influence. We see that in Christian
family life as well as in the New Testament
instructions for our place in public affairs, to
mention just two examples.
On the other hand, in Scripture the fear of the Lord
is not always portrayed as being a tangible affect. It
sometimes also coalesces into an ongoing attitude
towards God and his Word. In such situations, it is
seen as synonymous with obedience, characterized
by a radical attitude of attentive submission.

It is important to note that genuine affects of
faith will lead to a change in ethics. Whether
spirituality and its accompanying affects are truly
authentic will become apparent through the ethics
that proceed from them. Conversely, Edwards
understood that authentic Christian ethics are
unthinkable without authentic affects of faith. Only
those who have been affectively touched by Christ
will move towards Christ and grow to resemble
Him in their lives. The core of such ethics is not
which concrete act corresponds to which specific
command. More than that, the question is the
manner in which our lives, in concrete situations,
show the best fit with the glory of God in Christ.
The core of every ethical question is framed in an
aesthetic dimension. Edwards’ ethics have therefore
rightly been characterized as ‘ethics of the fitting’.
Actually, this description also fits O’Donovan’s
approach, albeit with an added redemptivehistorical dimension. His central question is: how
does my life fit with the works of God in Christ? Still,
we may not forget that there is a similar element in
Edwards’ thinking. Christian ethics are determined
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The affective experience of the impact of God is not
always a directly personal experience. Sometimes,
the Word was accompanied by powerful and
deeply impressive manifestations. We see that at
Mount Sinai, and in the visions in which some of
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the prophets were called to their office. Whenever
this word is repeated in later contexts, it is always
with the intention that this first affective impact
continues to resound. Even if later listeners have
not experienced these manifestations directly, they
still serve to motivate them to take an attitude of
attentive obedience. Affectivity is then indirect.
The act of listening can then be transformed into
a genuinely affective and emotional response.
But even if it does not, training and perseverance
in this attitude towards the Word of God is and
remains important. In the words of contemporary
affective psychology, one undergoes a certain
kind of affective training. It serves to position you,
so that you continually receive direct affective
moments in faith; in this way they also become
direct motivators for growth in Christian ethical
understanding and conduct.

Not sufficient

For this, an ‘ethics of the fitting’, as advocated by
Edwards and O’Donovan, is in itself not sufficient.
The actual impact of the glory of God on the human
heart cannot be taken for granted, and until the
eschaton it will always be under attack. In practice,
periods of strong affects of faith will alternate
with leaner times. And our ethical practice will vary
accordingly. It is only during times of rich affect
that Christian ethics will increase in strength.
At other times, what is good will not come of its
own accord, and there is a need for the external
discipline of Word and command that calls for
obedience. Even a heart that has been softened
can revert to hardening. It is especially at times like
these that we do not depend entirely on internally
driven ethics, but also on external discipline and
obedience. Sometimes, the external imposition of
a certain order in the midst of brokenness is the
best that can be achieved. Just as occurs in the
Bible itself (most notably in the Old Testament), it
may be necessary to accept a compromise, and to
be willing, for the time being, to be satisfied with
a minimum. For the present, the chief thrust of
‘ethics of the fitting’ still cannot survive without the
support of ethics of outward obedience, discipline
and – sometimes – compromise.

3. Consequences for
Christian ethics
The connection between ethics, spirituality
and emotion, as outlined in the foregoing, has
consequences for Christian ethics.
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a. In a (post-)secular culture, Christian ethics must
learn to listen and speak out in public.
Christian ethics must beware of accommodating
itself to the demands of the dominant liberal
view of society. Contrary to the wishes of this
view, it must not keep its spiritual roots to itself
in public debate. Nor should Christian ethics be
limited to thinking about how best to speak out
in public life. It must learn to listen publicly to
the Word of God. Only in this way can it become
a guide to real transcendence in today’s culture,
and overcome Taylor’s dilemma between the
‘upper world’ of orthodoxy and the ‘inner world’
of modernity.
Christians must do more than simply warn
against today’s mix of emotion, spirituality
and ethics, all the while minimizing the role
of emotion. It is better, drawing on Edwards’
tradition, to overcome the hype of today with a
better combination of emotion, spirituality and
ethics, one that springs from listening to what
God says.
This public speaking and listening will have to
be actualized on the level of everyday practice.
The distinctively Christian combination of
affectivity and spirituality must, from an
ethical perspective, be at least as fruitful as
the range of variants found in contemporary
culture. Christians must be at least a forceful
and effective as Marco Borsato in taking action
against child soldiers – to take just one example
– if their public listening and speaking is to have
any credibility.
b. Christian ethics must integrate the findings of the
social sciences.
The practice of Christian ethics has been strongly
biased towards the perspective of systematic
theology. In following this path, however,
Christians have come to understand that
emotions do have a strong influence on ethics.
In addition, we have learned to see that other
disciplines have carried out useful and intriguing
research about the nature of emotions and their
moral dimensions. In order to avoid becoming
too abstract and too theoretical, Christian ethics
must be much more purposeful in exploring and
integrating the findings of these disciplines.
For example, it has become clear that in everyday
situations it is not sufficient for Christians to
explain what is good, and to set out its normative
character. It is also necessary to exert influence
on the emotions of faith and spirituality. To
neglect that is to rob all ethics of their power.
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c. Christian ethics must learn to open itself to the
transcendence of God.
Developing the lines of Edwards’ thinking, there
is a need to ask critical questions about those
who practise Christian ethics. They too must
be touched affectively by the radiance of God,
if they are fruitfully to come to grips with the
full depth of the created order and its ethical
dimensions. Otherwise, they too will remain
colour-blind. Christian ethics is more than
following a coherent and convincing method.
Therefore the study of Christian ethics can
only be effectively pursued if it is embedded
spiritually, such as in a practice of prayer and
meditation.

God will have a greater place in the life of one
Christian than in another’s. While the affective
impact of the glory of God is sometimes lacking,
an attitude of listening obedience to the Word
of God may still be present. No doubt this will
lead to a Christian ethic and way of living, but
this will be less far-reaching than where the
affects move more powerfully.9
This realization will help the church on the
one hand to take its starting point in the
transcendent style of the kingdom of God, such
as Jesus has set it our for us in the Sermon on
the Mount, while on the other hand to leave
room for those who are in a weaker position,
or who are struggling with irremediable
brokenness in their lives.
From this perspective, while Protestantism has
always objected to the dualism found in Roman
Catholicism and Eastern Orthodoxy, there is
some wisdom in the distinction between clergy
and laity, each with differing moral standards.
At the very least, it helps us to remember that
room ought to be left between ethical examples
and ethical followers.
The church is not some kind of company where
the communal average sets the tone. It needs
members who have been visibly touched, more
than most, by the beauty of God in Christ, and
who therefore display a style of life that is visibly
and more than usually governed by Him.
At the same time, this cannot be held up as a
standard of conduct to which all members, as
a matter of course, are expected to adhere. The
church is not an elite assembly; it must leave
room for those who have not reached that level,
but who genuinely desire to submit their lives
to the discipline of the Word of God. In such
a communion, the affectivity of the one will
become effective in the life of the other. 
n

d. Christian ethics must rediscover its place in its
interaction with the Word of God.
This will have direct repercussions for the
way in which the Bible is used in Christian
ethical reflection. In both classical and more
hermeneutical approaches, there has been a
tendency to draw ‘information’ from the Word
of God and transfer it to the ethical argument:
data, models, a coherent set of principles, etc.
Ethics that does justice to its spiritual roots
ought to take on a listening attitude much more
explicitly. It is only when we adopt a continuous
attitude of listening to the text of Scripture that
it can have an experiential effect on our lives.
Such an experiential effect is indispensable in
living with that Word at a practical-ethical level.
Unlike our usual practice, this fruitfulness of
Scripture for ethical reflection does not depend
on specific Biblical data, which might – directly
or indirectly – provide answers for specific
ethical questions. The strength of the Bible in
Christian ethics must be sought primarily at a
more fundamental level.8
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e. Christian ethics must examine itself, to see
whether it provides sufficient room among
Christians for differences in ethical practice.
The degree to which the radiance of God really
does have an affective impact on people will
have a bearing on ethical expectations as well.
This will vary from time to time and from person
to person. On one occasion, a Christian will be
closer to the transcendent style of the Kingdom
of God than on another. The well-known
spiritual writer Thomas Merton relates that in
his (rare) moments of passive contemplation,
what is good proceeds almost of itself. At other
times, then, it is not so easy. In like manner,
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P. Niemeijer

Being a Reformed church in 2011

Is it disappointing that we have not yet been able to conclude our work?
I do not think so. For it was necessary to give the churches the space that
they had been promised, and which they ought to receive, so that they
may formulate their reaction to the so-called ‘work order’. That right of the
churches is a precious thing which synod members hold in high regard.

W

e could have passed the whole ‘work
order’ along to the following synod,
but we did not. For it was placed on
this synod’s agenda. Moreover, the coming synod
has enough on its plate already without a first
reading of the draft work order. In this respect I
am thinking of the proposals that will be tabled
concerning subjects such as relations with the NGK,
the man/woman dossier and the new Songbook.
On these territories we merely functioned as an
‘intermediate station’. A small link in the chain of
an ongoing process.
That is, in fact, the case with all synods. They
do not form more than a phase in a continuous
development, since life in the church and in society
does not stand still. The Bible uses metaphors like
a seed that germinates, a road that is taken, a body
that grows.
That ongoing development is a good thing.
Everyone is pleased to see crops growing, people
growing, and progress being made on a journey.
That is true also in the church. It would not do if
we stood still, or became rigidly fixed in old ways.
A living church is always developing and is in
continually exchanging with her context. We have
tried to make decisions that stimulate the churches
in their responsibility.

n About the author:
Rev. Pieter Niemeijer is minister of the Reformed Church in Den Helder and chairman of
the General Synod of Harderwijk.
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Developments

There are also other developments that cannot be
called positive – there is a dynamic for evil around
us and in ourselves. We are being placed before
questions that we cannot deny or ignore and which
we cannot control with a single forceful statement.
Whether we wish it or not, it concerns us, and we
must determine our reaction.
To name a few of these facts:
1. Our society has, for the most part, lost her
Christian demeanour. The Christian message
is no longer resounding naturally. The part of
the population that emits this Christian sound
has greatly diminished. With that said, an even
greater responsibility rests upon us not to draw
back from the public debate.
2. Where churches used to be able to deal with
their own business undisturbed, these days
church councils can be summoned before the
magistrate or be devoured by the media, or be
provoked by demonstrators who visit church
services, demanding that the minister or priest
give them the communion elements1. That calls
for very careful manoeuvring, especially within
the church.
3. Respect for institutions, traditions and authority
is hardly to be found any more. If one should
point out an agreement or a confessional
statement to someone, the reaction is often
not so much: ‘Thanks for telling me, I have
learned something’, but ‘Does it really say that?
Well, then I do not agree with it!’ Then your
account will have to convince the other. A sturdy
statement alone will not do it!
4. Because of the manner in which our lives have
been broken open, we can no longer shut out
or distance ourselves from things that are
72

disagreeable to us. It washes over us via all the
media. Our children and youngsters, our brothers
and sisters, our neighbours and colleagues, place
questions before us that we may like to walk
away from, but that do nevertheless present
themselves to us. That demands consideration
of, and reaction to, issues that we ourselves may
not be eager to tackle.
5. Great effort is put into much good work in our
churches. There is no reason at all for scorn or
sarcasm. At the same time, due to the size of
our institutions and their lack of challenge and
career perspective, we are coming up against
boundaries. It is difficult to commit talent for
the long term. Sometimes we must honestly
admit that what can be covered by the cloak
of love in our own circles does not nearly meet
the mark in public society. It is becoming more
and more difficult for small institutions to
meet (rightly) high quality standards in their
own strength. What you would like to achieve
diaconally is sometimes only possible in a
broader connection. You then need cooperation
with others in order to get things started, or to
keep them running.
6. The boundaries of our churches are no longer so
clearly and sharply marked out. They have come
into being through a historical process. But if
you were to draw a new church map today,
based on important themes, the boundaries
would most likely run along quite different
lines. Opinions from elsewhere can be found in
our own churches, while our own confessional
conviction is also present elsewhere, to a greater
or lesser extent. That evokes recognition across
church boundaries, and it humbles us in what
we claim about our own position and stance.
One can lament troublesome developments, but
that does not make them go away, or render them
harmless. They are not strange to us either: we
were never promised a calm and unchallenged
journey. Even so, the trends that I signalled also
have an upside. James would call them trials,
which we should welcome because they produce
perseverance. They guard us against rigidity and
spiritual routine. They purify us. They cast us back
onto what really matters, or, more exactly, on Him
who matters: our Lord Jesus Christ himself. They
challenge us to reflect on our social responsibility,
to look for adequate ways of spreading the gospel
and building the church and to spur the Theological
University to keep on developing itself with an end
to serving the churches with its work. If all is well,
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n On 24 June 2011 the GKN(v) General Synod of Harderwijk came to a
provisional close. Provisional, because two subjects, namely the revision of the
church order (called the ‘work order’) and issues concerning the Theological
University in Kampen, require a follow-up assembly within the Synod in 2012.
During the last session of this assembly the chairman, Rev. P. Niemeijer, made his
concluding speech, the main points of which we here pass on.

we as churches will make it a point of honour not
to run away from the questions and developments
of our times, but to approach them from a Biblical
point of view. Yes, from the Bible, for we are weak
and not in the least immune to sin and decay, but
we have a Lord and a power on our side, in the
situation of this moment, that surpasses all. Our
Lord reigns over all times and he gave us his Word,
which is a Word for all times, and so for ours today.
That Word is a trustworthy anchor and compass.

Challenges

A synod is not a church council. A synod has a great
deal of administrative and organizational work
to do that is not very appealing or ‘mediagenic’.
I realized this every time I prepared myself for
the weekly journal2. It can be quite difficult to
distil something interesting from the often
businesslike and detailed discussions. Yet, however
administrative the work of the synod may often
be, we naturally also notice the abovementioned
spiritual developments in many areas therein. One
can have high ideals about unity in the church, but
ethical and liturgical unity cannot be coerced by
force of word. Our society has become secularized,
and we, as churches, will have to react to that.
What meaning can we, as churches, have in this
society? Can one, through networks, work together
with others, without having church unity? What
then, and how? What task do we see for Reformed
theology in thinking through questions that come
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to us from outside as well as from within?
As a synod we were taking into account the
abovementioned social developments where
it concerned subjects such as the Theological
University, the so-called National Synod, the
liturgical regulations, the ‘Man/Woman in the
church’ dossier, the competences expected of a
minister, the diaconate as Christian aid for people
in our society, and the missionary approach to
them, as well as concerning the question of how
in today’s world we can do greater justice to
biblical marriage than in the current civil marriage
ceremony.
All these themes are valued differently within
the churches. One church may be convinced that
believers are not even permitted to ask such
questions; another might presume beforehand that
a truly Reformed answer will be too narrow-minded
and old-fashioned and therefore not suffice. As
synod, we hope for adequate answers!
As a synod member you cannot avoid consciously
taking a stand on various issues. You vote for one
issue and against another. It is important then that,
as a synod member, you notice that those who vote
differently from yourself can be appealed to on
the basis of the promise made at the start of the
synod that we would do our work in submission to
the Word of God and being bound to the church’s
confession. It was noticeable that all the members
of the synod have a heart for the Lord and the
church and are moved by the children and people
of God whom we see to be in need. We may not all
look in the same direction, but together we did take
a 360-degree look around us, so that the totality of
the churches could come into view. Permit me to
September 2011

give some separate attention to a few subjects of
this synod.

National synod

Firstly, the so-called ‘National synod’. The greatest
objection that was brought up against such a thing
was that the churches, by taking part in it, would be
looking for a different route towards church union
from the one we had been travelling on thus far.
The thought presented itself that via the national
synod our churches would be pursuing unity with
churches with whom we could not possibly be
one, and we would be doing so on the basis of a
creed (the National synod’s ‘Credo’) that says far
less than, for example, the Nicene Creed. Viewed in
that way, it is not surprising that there is criticism
against participating in such an initiative. However,
the Deputies clarified to us in a further justification
that this was not about a synod, but about a private
initiative. That is why we did not send synod
representatives, but instead instructed the deputies
to take part in a delegation of individual church
members that was to be chosen by the deputies,
observing the self-identity and responsibility of our
churches in any possible outcome. Furthermore,
the deputies assured us that the national synod’s
‘Credo’ is certainly not something that will replace
or be placed alongside our confessions. It is no more
than a general basic document for an activity of
a rather broadly variegated collection of churches
and Christians. Even though the organizers of
the national synod might have had this intention
with their initiative, our deputies did not go along
with this aim to seek or radiate church unity
along this route, and will not do so in the future.
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In this connection, the participants are far too
diverse and there are too many issues that cannot
be communally discussed in such a broad circle.
Therefore, one should not measure participation
in such a private undertaking against that. Yet,
even if a scripturally justified union is not the issue,
and is unobtainable, one can, according to the
deputies – and the synod supports them in this –
still participate in networks, or undertake action
together with other Christians in the direction of
the civil government and today’s society. What
impression would it make were we to pull ourselves
out of a necessary testimony to society about man
and the world, sustainability, and religious freedom,
that varies from what other religions, libertines or
populists declare? Does church division really make
it impossible to raise our voice communally on
certain points as a Christian minority in the secular
Netherlands of today? The synod commissioned the
deputies, if they are again to send a delegation to a
national synod, to have the delegates bring in the
Catholic-Reformed confession. Who knows what
God will let grow from that seed?

Supervision actions, the synod did ask deputies
explicitly to justify their policy concerning this
appointment. The Kampen university itself also
wished to do so, for they see faithfulness to the
Scriptures and confessional trustworthiness as
absolutely crucial. The churches should therefore
be allowed to enquire on this point, which makes
us all the more thankful that we are able to report
that the synod was satisfied with the accounting
given by the deputies who comprise the Board
of Supervision and took responsibility for the
appointment. It became clear that in Kampen they
do not shun discussions with other theologians,
and strive to approach the concepts of others in all
seriousness. One can contest certain opinions and
working methods that are chosen, but the reproach
of scripture criticism is ungrounded. Our lecturers
wish to be Reformed, as anyone can ascertain by
reading their articles and books carefully. During
the coming year the synod was prepared to
consider the question of how the university can
further distinguish and develop itself as a Reformed
institution in service of the gospel.

Theological University

Relation with the NGK

To continue: in our churches, as well as in our
sister churches abroad, there is concern about the
Theological University: do they do justice to the
authority of the Scriptures there? In particular,
the appointment of a certain lecturer incited
much criticism. Even though there was no official
objection tabled against the university Board of
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The third subject that I wish to mention separately
is the relation with the Nederlands Gereformeerde
Kerk (NGK). This is being watched with concern both nationally and internationally - because of
the scriptural approach that forms the grounds for
the NGK decision on female elders and ministers,
and because of the NGK’s approach to, and
deviation from, the confessions. Needless to say,
these themes are therefore the subject of serious
discussion. In their report, deputies justified the
manner in which they discuss these obstacles
for church unity with the NGK deputies. In their
report they show us how they strive to do justice
to Scripture and confessions in this discussion. And
they report that they have made some progress
on these points with the members of the NGK
‘Committee for relations and dialogue’. We hope
that what the deputies have achieved together
will be continued, and will find its way into the
local churches and lead to more unanimity. We
had consciously planned the discussion of the
mutually determined deputy-notes on ‘scripture
understanding’ and ‘binding to the confession’
during the so-called ‘international week’. Thus the
critical churches from abroad could see in what
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manner we speak about these themes, and make
their own contributions to the discussion. It is a pity
that there was little input from that source.

Man/Woman

We had looked forward with excitement to the
progress of the reflection on the subject of ‘man
and woman in the church’. The 2005 synod had
commissioned the committee of deputies to take
stock of the concrete questions regarding this
subject that were alive within the churches, and
to make a plan of approach towards a scriptural
answer. In 2008, a course was set out directed at
scientific study, reflection within the churches, and
the answering of practical questions. Regarding the
latter, the new church order comes to mind: what
do we put in it concerning this question? In church
planting projects, and in our relations with other
churches here and abroad, the issue of women in
office is a live topic. We cannot put off giving a clear
answer much longer. However, it must come from
the Scriptures, for that decides. Therefore, on the
basis of the Scriptures, is it permitted to open up
the diaconal office to sisters? What vision of the
task and responsibility of the deacons is being used?
Is it, based on the Scriptures, permitted to open
up the offices of minister and elder to the sisters?
And if all these questions have been answered
in some way, what communal statements and
agreements are, in view of the answers to these
questions, necessary and possible? A great amount
of study material can already be found with church
councils and deputies. Related churches here and
abroad have also made statements that can help
us. Deputies can therefore get to work, and we
pray that the Spirit of Christ will enlighten us as
churches and make us submit to God’s will.
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The fifth and final matter I would like to touch on,
is the quaestio from the PS (Regional Synod) of
Gelderland about re-baptism. It was not a proposal
that was to lead to a certain regulation, but a
question that was meant to lead to a definitive
answer. The question was not whether or not
re-baptism is permissible. On this the synod was
clear: it is at variance with what the Scriptures
teach. The question was also not what we should
consider and/or implement when one of our
members is re-baptized. The question was a very
limited one, about one specific reaction that is
sometimes expressed at a re-baptism: namely,
is re-baptism grounds for a de facto withdrawal
from the congregation? In other words, can a
church council establish that someone who has
been re-baptized has in fact withdrawn himself
from the congregation? In the one church this
course of action takes place, and in another it does
not. The question put to the synod is therefore
important from a view of the protection and
equality of rights: it cannot be that the policies
in churches differ on this point. The content of
the question is also understandable. Baptism is
not available separately from the church. You are
baptized in the church and you are incorporated
into the church by baptism. Re-baptism therefore
is indeed an event with church consequences.
You cannot be re-baptized in another church and
‘simply’ remain a church member. But to establish
a de facto withdrawal straight away: can we do
that? The synod declared that in our church order
and the current general regulations there is no
possibility of a ‘de facto withdrawal’. That means
that you cannot just move ahead to this. If someone
consciously joins another church with his or her
re-baptism then it is clear. But as long as someone
owns that it is not at all their intention to leave the
church, there is, under the existing regulations, no
formal basis to ‘undo’ their church membership.
In addition, such a member still has the right to
receive Biblical instruction and church admonition3.
Such instruction and admonition is necessary here,
because re-baptism (as the synod said) is against
what the Scriptures teach. There, baptism is a onetime experience, and not to be separated from the
body of Christ.
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Enough on these matters. It is not my
purpose to defend the synod and its
decisions. It is for the churches to judge.
I can imagine that different opinions will
arise. But I value being able to declare
that we – with all the faults that we have
– have wished to be a synod that does
justice to the Word of our good God. 
n

The synod was well aware of the problems that can arise
during translation. The instruction was to achieve, as far as
possible, a literal translation of the original text. Wherever
this caused a difficulty, the translators were instructed
to provide explanation in a small note in the margin.
Moreover, they were to give a short explanation of unclear
passages, and also add cross references to other passages of
similar meaning. In this way the so-called kanttekeningen
(Dutch for ‘marginal notes’) came into being, which for
many centuries formed the basis for further Bible Study.
It was always very clear that their purpose was not to act
as a commentary on the Bible; the notes were of a purely
linguistic nature.

n Notes

 There was much to do recently in
the Netherlands about a priest
who refused to administer the host
of communion to a homosexual
‘Carnaval prince’. In response to
this, a large group of demonstrators
later attended a church service,
demanding to receive the host of
communion from this same priest.”
2  During the plenary assembly of the
synod, this weekly journal appeared
every Saturday night on www.
opkijken.nl
3  See also what has been passed on
from synods of 1896, 1914, 1933 en
1936, regarding article 76, in the wellknown edition of the church order
by H. Bouma. It can be viewed on the
website www.kerkrecht.nl.
1

•

English translations of various deputy
committee reports named in this speech
can be found on the website www.gkv.nl
under ‘English materials’.  

•

This translation by Sabrine Bosscha

•
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Book announcements

Re-baptism

In the history of the Reformation in The Netherlands, the National Synod of Dort,
held from 1618 to 1619, certainly constitutes a landmark. Besides the rejection of
Arminianism in the famous ‘Canons of Dort’, the synod also commissioned a complete
translation of the Bible into the Dutch language.
This so-called Statenvertaling or ‘States’ Translation (the States-General of Holland
financed this project) was completed in 1637. Between that year and 1957, half a
million copies were printed in the Dutch city of Leiden.

Very soon the importance of this project caught the
attention of churches abroad. As early as 1648, the
Westminster Assembly decided to translate these notes
into English. Theodore Haak received this commission,
completing it in 1657.
It became rather quiet after that in the English-speaking
religious world. However, a number of years ago,
Inheritance Publications of Neerlandia in Alberta initiated
a renewed publication of these ‘commentaries’. No less than
14 volumes are to be published, ten on the Old Testament
and four on the New Testament. Recently, volumes IV and
V (1 Kings to Job) have been printed. The translation is
based on the Dutch States Bible. Additionally, the rather
numerous errors in the commentaries themselves have
been corrected, creating a pleasurably readable whole, in
uncomplicated English.
In short: highly recommended to everyone who is interested
in the translation history of the Scriptures and likes to have
a text in front of him that is closely connected to the original
source text. These volumes are beautifully produced and
available at a reasonable price.
Announcement of:
The Dort Study Bible IV, 1 Kings – 1 Chronicles,
Neerlandia 2008, ISBN 978-1-894666-54-1. Price US$ 24.95
The Dort Study Bible V, 2 Chronicles - Job,
Neerlandia 2010, ISBN 978-1-894666-55-8. Price US$ 24.95
PGBdV
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B. Luiten

Spiritual struggle

The Christian life is not without spiritual struggle. That sounds pretty
familiar to most of us, but what do me mean by it? Against whom do we
struggle, and how do we do so? Are we supposed to be fighting against
spirits?

T

here is a lot going on lately in the name of
‘spiritual struggle’ or ‘spiritual warfare’.
Believers are getting themselves involved in
tracking down, localizing, addressing, identifying
and casting out demons. Or they have been
delivered from demons, yet now live in fear of
harbouring even more demons, or different ones.
Somebody could be telling you out of the blue that
he is guided by extra-biblical revelations, receives
visions, engages in ‘listening prayer’ or falls in the
Spirit. Others, however, are becoming increasingly
confused by such practices.
Though I was no stranger to this subject, my eyes
were truly opened after reading the book entitled
(in translation):‘Truly free? Deliverance Ministry
brought to light’, written by Els Nannen. Although
this book has not (yet) appeared in English, I would
like to pass on some of her findings.

What struggle?

The author brings under the spotlight many people
who were influential on this terrain, such as Neil
T. Anderson, J.C. Blumhardt, W.C. van Dam, John
Dawson, John Hofman, Doreen Irvine, Wilkin
van de Kamp, E.W. Kenyon, Johan Maasbach, T.L.
Osborn, W.J. Ouweneel, M.J. Paul, Leanne Payne,
Graham Powell, Derek Prince, Joost Verduijn, C.
Peter Wagner, David Wilkerson, etc. She describes
movements such as the New Thought movement,
Christian Science, the Full Gospel congregations,
numerous Pentecostal circles and charismatic
movements, Youth with a Mission etc. She also goes
back to the early church in the first centuries after
Christ. She points out that the fundamental error is
evident on a reading of Genesis 3. There God points
to man as the guilty party. True, we are warned
against Satan because he is always deceiving,
tempting, and aiming to devour us, but never is he
presented as the one behind whom we can hide, on
whom we can put the blame. Deliverance Ministry
theologians see that differently. They blame Satan
for the descent into sin at the Fall and see man

n About the author:
Rev. Bas Luiten is minister of the Reformed Church in Zwolle-Centrum.
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Through dreams and visions people attempt to
discover what sins have bound their forefathers.
The Scriptures give no occasion for such practices;
on the contrary, such things occur on the basis of
incorrect assumptions. In this way a completely
different spiritual life originates: it is Satan who
gets all the attention and who, with his deceiving
ways, is himself ensuring that he does. Yet the
Bible says that we should not give him a foothold,
not any room at all. We must resist the tempter,
who is as deceiving as in Paradise. We must not
overestimate him, we must not underestimate
him and we must certainly not approach him in an
unbiblical manner.
At the same time we must keep sight of the
relationship Old Testament – New Testament, of
the difference in God’s blessings. Then they were
mostly material; now, above all, spiritual, in Christ.
Therefore we may not just commute promises of
prosperity in the Old Testament into a claim of
healing or good health in the present day.

more as a victim. Therefore a very different spiritual
struggle arises, not against our old self, but against
Satan, who is in everything. Our sins, for which we
are responsible, are attributed to demons. Instead
of repentance and conversion, deliverance from
this demonic possession is necessary. In this way,
Satan becomes the main actor, but not he alone.
Since he is only a fallen angel and not omnipresent,
he makes use of a network of local demons in order
to maintain his grip on the whole world. These
must all be tracked down and overcome in the
name of Jesus. You cannot imagine what this has
led to. Physical pain and psychological illnesses are
also attributed to local demons, so that instead of
healing, exorcism is being practised. This approach
has been emphatically rejected by psychiatrists –
and rightly so – though not always convincingly. For
in the human psyche we cannot explain or interpret
everything medically, and when scientists attempt
to do so they may get into serious difficulties. A
stronger and more elementary resistance is offered
by the Scriptures: Do not go beyond what is written
(1 Cor. 4:6). It is foolish to want to overcome the
devil, for he was already overcome on the cross of
Calvary! The question is whether you accept Jesus as
your Saviour and as King of your heart. Certainly we
must be on our guard against the great tempter, but
nowhere in the Bible are we commanded to chase
after him and smoke him out. The spiritual struggle
is primarily that of the Spirit against our own flesh.

What freedom?

The true ministry is pre-eminently liberating. Not
because the works of Satan have now ceased, but
because Jesus becomes King in our hearts. He
makes us free, through his death and resurrection,
and presents us righteous before God.
On the other hand, we derive no freedom from
entering into a dialogue with demons. It is striking
to see how easily the messages from evil spirits
are often believed, and to see what this leads to.
Bizarre to say the least - for they are deceiving
spirits, are they not?! Also, the person being helped
is being used as a medium, which can lead to his
becoming bound by spirits, be it for the first time, or
to a greater degree. These practices testify of selfexaggeration. Exorcism is not part of the spiritual
armoury that God has given us (Eph. 6:10-17). 
n
n With reference to Els Nannen, Waarlijk vrij?
Bevrijdingspastoraat in het licht. Published by Voorhoeve
Kampen, 2010. Paperback 473 pages, price € 29,50.

What Word?

What I found revealing is the distinction in
Deliverance Ministry between the written and
spoken Word of God. Jesus is the Word that is
written in the Bible. Apart from this they expect a
spoken word from the Spirit, which can contain all
sorts of concrete directions and topical issues. This
error is as old as Pentecost, the error that there are
two ways in which God comes to us, that Son and
Spirit can be parted. We believe that the triune
God (Father, Son and Holy Spirit) comes to us in
the Son. The Spirit does not work alongside the Son
independently. He goes out from the Father and
the Son. Whoever opens himself to receiving direct
revelations (outside of God’s Word) will find himself
floundering in practices that seem to be without
boundaries. Then, the spiritual struggle mostly
entails picking up directions about demons, who
are thought to be present in everything. They are
presumed to be lodging in families and generations.
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Jesus said, “I am
the light of the world.”

John 8:12
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